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Introduction

Because of its time- and cost-efficiency, ultrasonography has 
been increasingly used to measure the inferior vena cava 
(IVC) as a bedside point-of-care method for clinicians, espe-
cially for those in the Emergency Department and Intensive 
Care Unit, to quickly and conveniently measure a patient’s 
status.1-3 Ultrasound measurements on the diameter variation 
of the IVC during respiration can provide timely information 
on volume status in various patients, including healthy  
children,4 healthy blood donors,5 critically ill patients,6 and 
those with liver fibrosis or cirrhosis.7 In addition, dynamic 
parameters of IVC measured by ultrasound can clinically 
support fluid responsiveness determination and guide fluid 
therapy for critically ill, ventilated patients.8-11

However, ultrasound IVC measurements can be affected by 
the fact that the IVC is continuously moving with respiration. 
First, the measurement of a moving IVC is labor-intensive, 
time-consuming and clinician-dependent.6 To measure the 
IVC diameter, a clinician must fix the ultrasound probe with 
one hand and operate on the ultrasound equipment with the 
other hand; or alternatively, make the measurement offline. 
Second, such measurements lead to significant inter-operator 
variability, making the measurements less standardized.12 
Third, longitudinal and cross-sectional screening methods 

further contribute to variable diagnostic cutoffs in the clinical 
practice.13

On the contrary, to make the ultrasound measurements 
with less operator dependence and better inter-operator agree-
ment, a variety of smart algorithms have been developed for 
automated ultrasound measurement for different parameters, 
for example, vessel diameter and wall thickness.14-18 
Regarding the measurement of the IVC diameter using ultra-
sound, computer-assisted technologies have been developed 
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for both longitudinal and transverse measurements.19-22 Using 
longitudinal scanning, Mesin et al.19 proposed a semi-automated 
approach in which the operator was required to first place two 
reference markers as a base for future movement and rotation 
tracking, and then use two more points to indicate a moving 
M-line. The diameter of the IVC was measured along the 
moving M-line in a frame. The movement and rotation of the 
IVC is followed by tracking the movement of two reference 
points, which kept a constant angle to the moving M-line. 
However, this method relies heavily on the selection of refer-
ence markers for the reference points, reducing its robustness. 
Bellows et al.21 proposed an image processing method to 
track the respiratory movement and measure the diameter of 
the IVC under transverse scanning. A modified watershed 
approach was applied to extract the IVC from the background 
based on a seed manually placed in the IVC region. The algo-
rithm was implemented recursively along the time step to 
achieve final measurements. However, in this approach, the 
IVC could easily be lost during respiration, resulting in 
anguish for the clinicians while the video clip must be paused 
and manual re-initialization is required to finalize the 
process.

Although these methods reduced some repetitive work of 
the doctors, they either require careful selection of reference 
markers or many manual inputs during initialization and 
multiple interactions for re-initialization, making them less 
reliable and susceptible to human errors.

Being aware of these drawbacks, in this study, we devel-
oped an automated method for IVC movement tracking and 
diameter measurement using normalized cross-correlation 
(NCC) techniques, which require minimal reference marker 
selections and manual inputs. The purpose of the study was 
to evaluate the performance of the proposed automated 
approaches for IVC measurements with the manual measure-
ment as the gold standard. The method was tested on ultra-
sound data collected from pigs.

Method

Two clinicians (both with >six years ultrasound experi-
ence) scanned nine pigs fed in pigsty (female, age: 13-16 
weeks, Table 1) and collected ultrasound data using a clini-
cally available ultrasound machine CX-50 (Philips 
Healthcare, Bothell, Washington) equipped with a curved 
array probe (C5-1, central frequency: 1-5 MHz). Three 
ultrasound cine-loops were collected from each pig by two 
clinicians following the subsequent protocol, resulting in 54 

ultrasound data sets that were randomly sorted for the sub-
sequent measurement. A laboratory developed algorithm 
using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts) 
was applied to the collected ultrasound data for automated 
IVC movement tracking and diameter measurement. The 
automatically measured IVC diameters were compared with 
manual measurements by the two clinicians. The study was 
approved by the ethics committee of East China Normal 
University, Shanghai, China.

Experimental Protocol

1. The animal was fixed on the operation platform in the 
supine position.

2. The animal was pre-anesthetized with 846 mixture 
(0.8-1.0 mg/kg IM), then anesthesia was maintained 
by 3% to 4% isoflurane. The animal was mechani-
cally ventilated at a volume calculated as volume = 
animal weight × 10 mL/kg at a rate of 26 to 32 
breaths/min.

3. One clinician positioned the ultrasound transducer 
over the animal with the IVC shown on the center of 
the screen (Figure 1).

4. After the IVC was identified, the ultrasound trans-
ducer was fixed in position.

5. A cine-loop of 20 seconds (to cover at least three res-
piration cycles) in B-mode was collected under gen-
eral abdominal imaging mode with the depth being 
14 cm. The conversion of pixel to depth is achieved 
by dividing the depth by the height of the image for 
the automated approach.

6. The measurement site was then altered and steps (4) 
to (6) were repeated two more times.

7. Steps (4) to (7) were repeated by the other sonog - 
rapher.

8. Data collected in DICOM format were stored in the 
ultrasound machine and then downloaded to a 
computer.

Table 1. Information of Pigs Tested in the Study.

Pig 1 Pig 2 Pig 3 Pig 4 Pig 5 Pig 6 Pig 7 Pig 8 Pig 9

Gender F F F F F F F F F
Weight (kg) 28.8 34.8 33.3 37.4 34 30 36 26.9 30
Age (week) 13 16 15 16 15 14 16 13 14

Figure 1. B-mode ultrasound images showing IVC and hepatic 
vein. IVC = inferior vena cava.
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Before processing the data with the algorithm, the measure-
ments on each data set were performed blindly and randomly 
by the two clinicians, including the maximum and minimum 
diameters of the IVC and IVC diameter variation (dIVC), 
which is calculated by

dIVC max min

max

=
∅ −∅

∅
,  (1)

where ∅max and ∅min are the maximum and minimum diam-
eter of the IVC, respectively.

Manual Measurement

Before performing the automated algorithm, the diameters 
of the IVC were manually measured on each frame of the 
collected cine-loops within one respiration cycle. The mea-
surement was performed by placing two points on the upper 
and lower boundaries of the IVC at a position of 2 cm distal 
to the confluence of the hepatic vein.19 The distance between 
the two points was set as the IVC diameter.

Automated Approach for IVC Movement 
Tracking and Diameter Measurement

Automated IVC localization and initial diameter measure-
ment. Each of the collected cine-loops was denoised using a 
Gaussian low-pass filter with an 8 × 8 filter window. A seed 
point (denoted as P0) was manually placed in the IVC region. 
Note that the manual placement of a seed point was to assure 
most of the cases were successful although it may be not 
necessary to place the seed point in a region of the vessel that 
has no other vessel branches. The proposed method did not 
require an exact location for the seed point. However, as the 
measurement of the IVC is suggested at a position of 2 cm 
distal to the confluence of the hepatic vein,19 we developed 
the following process to exactly localize the measurement 
location automatically.

With P0 as a starting point, the IVC was localized as 
follows:

 i. With P0 as the center, an annulus (inner diameter: 6 
pixels, outer diameter: 14 pixels, width: 4 pixels) is 
created and growing up stepwise with the width 
kept constant. In each step, the standard deviation 
(SD) of the gray scales of the pixels in the annulus 
were computed and compared with the one in the 
previous step. The annulus stops growing when it 
touches the boundary of the vessel at some direction 
where the SD encounters a significant change (e.g., 
an increase of 50% in SD; Figure 2a). The annulus 
then shifts a little bit in the opposite direction. The 
above process is repeated until the annulus touches 
both the upper and lower boundaries of the IVC. At 
this moment, the center of the annulus is the central 
line of the IVC. The touching points of the annulus 

with the upper and lower boundaries of the IVC are 
denoted as Pu  and Pl , respectively (Figure 2a). The 
outer diameter of the annulus is then equal to the 
diameter of the IVC at the current location.

Figure 2. (a) IVC ultrasound image demonstrating the locations 
of the initial point manually placed ( )P0  and the confluence of 
the hepatic vein ( )Pc . (b) IVC ultrasound image demonstrating 
the location 2 mm away from the confluence of the hepatic 
vein ( )Pa  and the two locations (P1 and P2) to get the angle of the 
IVC central line to the horizontal line. (c) IVC ultrasound image 
demonstrating two tracking window (Wu and WL) for cross-
correlation process. IVC = inferior vena cava.
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 ii. The circle moves longitudinally along the central line 
of the IVC toward the hepatic vein. All ultrasound 
scans followed the standard guideline, that is, the 
confluence of the hepatic vein is localized on the left 
side of the image.

 iii. The movement stops when the circle reaches the con-
fluence of the hepatic vein, under the conditions that
a. The diameter of the circle increases signifi-

cantly; for example, an increase of more than 
30% in diameter;

b. The circle has more than two touching points 
with the vessel boundaries. This is under the 
consideration that the confluence of the hepatic 
vein looks like a junction of three roads. The 
circle may touch three boundaries at the conflu-
ence (red circle with the center Pc; Figure 2a).

 iv. With Pc as a reference, the IVC measurement location 
is automatically determined along the IVC central 
line; that is, 2 cm distal to the confluence of the 
hepatic vein (noted as Pa; Figure 2b). The IVC diam-
eter was then determined and equal to the diameter of 
the circle at Pa, as denoted by ∅a in Figure 2(b).

Automated image rotation. To facilitate the NCC process, the 
image was rotated to keep the IVC horizontal. Such an opera-
tion was conducted automatically by the followed procedure:

1. The annulus moves leftward and rightward following 
the same rationale as the above described to position 
P1 and P2, respectively (Figure 2b). The locations of P1 
and P2 were set 0.8 cm away from Pa , although this 
distance may need to vary if the algorithm is applied 
to different subjects, like humans.

2. The angle of the line P P1 2−  according to the x-axial 
is set to be θ (Figure 2b).

3. Apply the rotation algorithm in MATLAB to the pro-
cessed image with the angle of θ, that is, 
“imrotate(imm, θ),” where imm is the image to be 
rotated. In the rotated image, the IVC is placed hori-
zontally, as shown in Figure 2(c). Note that the red 
circle in Figure 2(c) is corresponding to the one cen-
tered at Pa in Figure 2(b), with Pu and Pl as the touch-
ing points with the upper and lower boundaries of 
the IVC, respectively.

Automated sampling window selection. With Pu and Pl as refer-
ences, two rectangles embracing Pu and Pl , respectively, are 
automatically created (denoted as Wu and Wl; Figure 2c). Wu 
or Wl  covers the IVC region (one-third height of the rectan-
gle) and upper or lower IVC wall (two-thirds height of the 
rectangle), respectively. The sampling window selection is 
important for the following NCC algorithms. The ratio of the 
IVC region and IVC wall covered in the window is based on 
the consideration of (a) covering the IVC boundaries and (b) 
covering as much information as the IVC walls.

Automated movement tracking using NCC. The motion and 
diameter variation of the IVC are estimated by tracking the 
two-dimensional (2-D) movement of Wu  and Wl using NCC.

First, consider a series of one-dimensional (1-D) signals 
that are the grayscale variations along a vertical line (e.g., red 
line in Figure 2c) in serial ultrasound frames. A pair of adja-
cent 1-D signals were selected for analysis, with one as the 
reference signal, the other as the comparison signal (Figure 
3a). A portion of the reference or comparison signal was 
selected by a moving window. The signal within the window 
in reference and comparison signals are referred to as f n( ) 
and g n( ), respectively, where n is the sample index (1 ≤ n ≤ 
M, M is the total number of samples). The NCC coefficient of 
the reference and comparison windows, RNCC, is defined as13

R
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where the reference window is located within the interval of 
[u, u + W − 1]; u is the origin of the reference window, W is 
the window size, τ is the shift between the comparison and 
reference windows, and [τ1, τ2] is the search range deter-
mined by the range of physiologic displacements.

The above-depicted 1-D kernel in a 1-D search for 1-D 
motion estimation can be extended to 2-D motions.23 A 
detailed description of the NCC is beyond the scope of this 
paper, which can be referred to Luo and Konofagou.24 
Applying the NCC, the dynamic movements of Wu  and Wl in 
2-D directions can be traced, with the coordinates of Wu and 
Wl  at each frame serving as the reference for the following 
IVC diameter measurements. Figure 3(b) demonstrates the 
movement tracking at an intermediate frame.

Automated measurement of dynamic change of IVC diame-
ter. With the locations of Wu and Wl  at every frame achieved 
by the above-described NCC algorithm, two approaches, 
named as relative approach and direct approach, were applied 
to calculate the IVC diameter, which continuously changes 
with respiration.

Relative approach. In the relative approach, the IVC 
diameter at the first frame (i.e., n =1, denoted as ∅1 ) of a 
cine-loop was measured using the above-described annulus 
method, serving as a basis for further processes. The IVC 
diameters in the subsequent frames ( ),∅ >n n 1  were then cal-
culated by accumulatively superposing the displacements of 
Wu and Wl  in the vertical direction (denoted as δk

u  and δk
l , 

respectively) to ∅1, that is,
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=
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where ∅n is the IVC diameter at the frame n; yk
u and yk

l  are 
the coordinates of the center of Wu and Wl in the vertical 
direction at frame k, respectively; k is an operator that denotes 
a frame prior to the frame n. The displacement tracks of Wu 
and Wl  in the vertical direction are presented in Figure 4(a). 
In the plot, the movement direction of the window toward the 
transducer is defined as positive; that away from the trans-
ducer is defined as negative.

Direct approach. In the direct approach, the IVC diam-
eter is directly measured using the above-described annulus 
method at every frame of a cine-loop. The center of the annu-
lus is dynamically determined based on the locations of both 
Wu  and Wl  in the horizontal direction; that is,

C x x nn
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n
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where Cn
x and Cn

y  are the coordinates of the center of the 
annulus in the horizontal and vertical directions at frame n, 
respectively; xn

u and xn
l  are the coordinates of the center of Wu 

and Wl in the horizontal direction at frame n, respectively. 
The displacement tracks of Wu and Wl in the horizontal direc-
tion are presented in Figure 4(b). In the plot, the movement 
of the window rightward is defined as positive; that leftward 
is defined as negative.

Statistics

Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS for Windows 
version 22.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois). Diameters were 
presented as mean ± SD. Intra-class correlation coeffi-
cient (ICC) with 95% confidence interval (CI) was used to 
evaluate the reliability of inter-observer and intra-observer 

Figure 3. (a) A schematic diagram of redundant calculations of 
the non-normalized cross-correlation between the reference and 
comparison windows. The overlapping regions (i.e., redundant 
calculations) were indicated by the gray areas. (b) An intermediate 
frame demonstrating the movement tracking.

Figure 4. Displacement tracks of the tracking windows in the 
(a) vertical and (b) horizontal directions. For interpretation of 
the references to colours in this figure legend, refer to the online 
version of this article.
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measurements. Measurement errors between automated 
algorithms and manual method were compared with 
paired-samples t test. A two-tailed p value less than 0.05 
was considered as statistically significant.

Results

Figure 4(a) and (b) shows the movement tracks of the centers 
of Wu and Wl referencing to the position in the first frame in 
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The effect of 
the tracking window size on the measurement was evaluated 
by comparing the automatically measured minimum/maxi-
mum diameter and dIVC with the manual counterparts with 
the tracking window varied from 20 to 50 pixels in height 
(the ratio of height to width is fixed to be 1:2), as shown in 
Figure 5(a) to (c), respectively. Figure 6 shows the diameter 
measured by the direct approach with the tracking window 
being 30 mm × 60 mm within two respiration cycles.

To validate the proposed method, the IVC diameters at 
every frame within one respiration cycle were measured 
using the direct, relative, and manual approaches. Note that 
the cine-loop of one respiration cycle for the measurement 
was randomly selected from the collected data sets which 
covered three respiration cycles as described above. 
Representatively, Figure 7(a) and (b) shows the IVC diame-
ter measured using the three methods at every frame during 
one respiration cycle from one data set, and the measurement 
errors of the direct and relative methods compared with the 
manual method as the reference, respectively. The manually 
and automatically measured maximum and minimum diam-
eters, as well as dIVC using the relative and direct approaches 
are compared in Figure 8.

The ICC for inter-observer measurement was 0.991 (95% 
CI: [0.986, 0.995]); the ICC for intra-observer measurement 
was 0.997 (95% CI: [0.995, 0.998]). The agreements of 
direct-manual and relative-manual were analyzed via Bland–
Altman and plotted in Figure 9. Both the direct and relative 
methods agree with the manual method with all data points 
within the mean ± 1.96 SD. Table 2 summarizes measure-
ment errors of the direct and relative methods with the man-
ual method (gold standard). The errors of the direct approach 
are less than 9%, while those of relative approach are as high 
as 26.7%. The measurement error for the relative method 
was statistically larger than the direct method (p < 0.0005 
for maximum diameter, minimum diameter, and dIVC).

Discussion

In this study, an automated method for IVC movement track-
ing and diameter measurement was developed using a cross-
correlation algorithm. The whole process only requires the 
operator to roughly indicate the IVC by manually placing 
one seed in the IVC region. The method was tested on ultra-
sound cine-loops collected from nine pigs and validated by 
comparing with the manual measurements. Such a method 

Figure 5. (a) Maximum diameter, (b) minimum diameter, and 
(c) dIVC measured by direct, relative, and manual approaches at 
different tracking window sizes from Pig 3. dIVC = IVC diameter 
variation.
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may reduce the need for repeated operations and improve the 
measurement accuracy, while the successful application of 
the proposed method relies on accurate ultrasound scans.

In the study, two tracking windows were automatically 
placed to cover the upper and lower vessel walls of the IVC, 
respectively, making our approach the least dependent on 
manual interventions. The pixels’ gray values inside the win-
dow between adjacent frames were analyzed using Equation 
(2) to trace the displacement of the window using the cross-
correlation algorithm. The displacements of the windows in 
the horizontal and vertical directions serve as the basis of the 
relative and direct approaches, respectively. Figure 4(a) and 
(b) shows the displacement of the upper and lower windows 
in vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. The upper 
and lower windows demonstrated opposite movement pat-
terns in the vertical direction (Figure 4a), while similar 
movement patterns were seen in the horizontal direction 
(Figure 4b). Such an observation accords with the fact that 
both the upper and lower walls of the IVC move left  
and right synchronously, and upward and downward anti- 
synchronously during respiration.

The size of the rectangles for the NCC-based movement 
tracking may affect the measurement of the IVC diameter. To 
explore the effect of the tracking window size on the move-
ment tracking and find the optimal trade-off, the automated 
algorithm for IVC measurement was tested with different 
tracking window sizes. Figure 5 shows the maximum and 
minimum diameter; the dIVC of Pig 3 obtained by the auto-
mated algorithm using the tracking window varied from 800 
to 5000 pixels in area. By comparison, it was observed that 
the window size of 30 × 60 pixels was the optimal choice for 
the study because the maximum and minimum diameter, as 
well as the dIVC measured by the direct, relative, and manual 
methods, are closest at this window size. We thus chose this 
tracking window size to conduct the following experiments.

In the study, two approaches were applied to calculate the 
IVC diameters: the relative method and direct method. The 
former calculates the IVC diameter by accumulating the rela-
tive frame-by-frame displacements of the tracking windows 
in the vertical direction to a base IVC diameter measured in 
the first frame; the latter directly measures the IVC diameter 
at every frame using the increasing annulus method with the 
measurement location (i.e., the center of the annulus) deter-
mined by the coordinates of both the upper and lower win-
dows in the horizontal direction.

The diameters of the IVC at every frame measured by 
the direct, relative, and manual methods were compared in 
Figure 7(a). The IVC diameter measured by the direct 
approach matched well with that manually measured (errors 

Figure 6. Variation of IVC diameter in two respiration cycles. 
IVC = inferior vena cava.

Figure 7. (a) The IVC diameter measured by the direct, relative, 
and manual methods at every frame during one respiration cycle 
from one data set and (b) the errors of the direct and relative 
methods with the manual measurement as reference. IVC = 
inferior vena cava.
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less than 9% as shown in Figure 7b). Meanwhile, the rela-
tive method showed larger deviations from the manual 
measurement than the direct method, in particular for the 
large frame numbers (errors larger than 30% for large frame 

numbers as shown in Figure 7b). Such a difference was 
additionally confirmed by the statistical analysis (Table 2) 
and the plot of final measurements of all data sets (Figure 
8). In addition, the results obtained by the direct method 
were much more concurrent with the manual measurement 
than those of the relative method, as noticed from Figures 
7(a) and 8. This can be explained by the fact that the diam-
eter computed with the relative method is sensitive to accu-
mulated error from the position of the tracking windows in 
previous frames. On the contrary, in the direct method, the 
diameter of the IVC is directly measured at each single 
frame; therefore, it is not affected by measurement bias or 
errors in the historical measurements. Thus, the direct 
approach outperforms the relative approach in the measure-
ment of IVC, although both methods show agreement with 
the manual measurement, as illustrated in the Bland–
Altman plot (Figure 9).

The proposed approach in this study offers an alternative 
option for automated IVC measurement to traditional meth-
ods, and outperforms existing counterparts in some aspects.

1. The proposed method requires the least manual 
inputs, meaning that only a single click is needed to 
indicate the IVC with the subsequent measurements 

Figure 9. Bland–Altman plots of the (a) direct and (b) relative 
approaches referencing to the manual method.

Figure 8. (a) Maximum diameter, (b) minimum diameter, and 
(c) dIVC measured from all the data sets by direct, relative, and 
manual approaches. dIVC = IVC diameter variation.
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processed automatically. Previous studies required 
many human interventions; for example, at least four 
manual inputs in the study by Mesin et al.19 In the 
study by Bellows et al.,21 a seed was manually placed 
in the IVC region at the beginning of the measure-
ment. However, the subsequent IVC movement 
tracking and diameter measurement may further 
require multiple manual inputs for re-initialization 
when the algorithm fails to trace the IVC.

2. Despite the initial manual identification of the IVC, 
all the measurements on the maximum and minimum 
diameters, as well as the dIVC, were performed auto-
matically by the algorithm. Most existing studies 
require manual measurement of the IVC diameter. In 
the study by Bellows et al.,21 the IVC diameter had to 
be manually measured at the beginning of the method, 
which served as a basis for subsequent IVC measure-
ments. This may introduce human errors.

3. There is not a high requirement for reference marker 
selection in our proposed approach. In this study, we 
used an NCC algorithm for the IVC movement track-
ing. The measurement location following the guide-
line was automatically selected. However, in the 
study by Mesin et al.,19 two reference points were 
placed in or near reference markers (e.g., on the 
boundary of a vessel) to serve as a basis for move-
ment tracking. This compromises the generalization 
of the application as the reference markers are not 
always clearly displayed in clinics.

4. The proposed diameter measurement approach 
using an increasing annulus in this study can guar-
antee that the measured diameter is the closest dis-
tance between the IVC boundaries, thus minimizing 
the errors if the IVC walls are not parallel in some 
pathological conditions. However, in the study by 
Mesin et al.,19,20 the diameter of the IVC was calcu-
lated along a moving M-line that is being rotated 
following a fixed angle relative to the reference 
points during respiration. Such a manner may intro-
duce measurement errors for the IVC diameter if (a) 
one side of the IVC is pushed resulting in non-par-
allel IVC boundaries or (b) the M-line is not perpen-
dicular to the IVC walls because it is being rotated 
during the measurement.

5. The proposed NCC-based approach could be per-
formed very fast and require a little computation 
resource to track motions from ultrasound cine-loops. 
It can be implemented on a scanner, like the mobile 
ultrasound, and performed in real time. On the con-
trary, most existing ultrasound automation studies 
were based on ultrasound images and utilized algo-
rithms that require high computation capabilities, such 
as active contours and artificial neural networks.14-18

There are several limitations to the study. First, although the 
ultrasound data were collected by experienced clinicians and 
under good control, the IVC image quality was affected by a 
number of factors including body habitus, bowel gas, ultra-
sound artifact, the relative depth of the IVC in the body, and 
other factors, for example, gain, frame rate, depth of the 
machine and motions, and so on.21 The image quality affects 
the ability of the automated algorithms to provide accurate 
results. Second, the algorithms were tested in animals. 
Humans may exhibit different anatomies in terms of depth, 
dimension, and movement pattern of the IVC, as well as the 
ultrasound image quality (e.g., contrast and noise). Third, the 
study was only conducted on healthy animals without any 
pathological conditions and under normal imaging condi-
tions. In addition, the animals tested in the study were all 
under ventilation without natural breathing. Fourth, the study 
did not have a solid reference method as manual measure-
ment was used as the gold standard.

Future study objectives will include (a) testing the auto-
mated algorithm on subjects under a variety of conditions 
(e.g., human subjects of different pathologies under natural 
breathing or ventilation, testing under compression such 
that the IVC displaces vertically in the image) with addi-
tional simulation and phantoms studies, (b) improving the 
algorithm to alleviate the influence of affecting factors on 
the IVC identification and localization (e.g., rib shadows), 
and (c) developing algorithms for IVC measurements using 
transverse scans.

Conclusion

In this study, we tested an NCC-based approach for auto-
mated IVC movement tracking and diameter measurement in 
pigs. Direct and relative automated approaches were applied 

Table 2. Data on the Difference between the Automated Measurements (Direct Method and Relative Method) and Manual 
Measurement.

Measurement Error Maximum Diameter (cm) Minimum Diameter (cm) dIVC (cm)

Direct vs. manual 0.057 ± 0.033 0.030 ± 0.024 0.023 ± 0.013
Relative vs. manual 0.154 ± 0.113 0.111 ± 0.067 0.064 ± 0.043
p value <0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005

Data are presented as mean ± SD. dIVC = IVC diameter variation.
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to calculate the IVC diameters varying with respiration, the 
relative and direct approaches. Our results showed that the 
direct approach was superior to the relative approach for the 
IVC diameter measurements. The proposed method not only 
provides an alternative way for automated IVC movement 
tracking and diameter measurement, but outperforms tradi-
tional methods in terms of less requirement on manual inputs 
and reference marker selections. Future studies will include 
improving the approach for human subjects with different 
pathological status and difficult cases.
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